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What is wholesale custom table top
glass?

Wholesale custom table top glass refers to glass surfaces
specifically  crafted  to  meet  individual  specifications  and
ordered in bulk quantities. Such as safe corners, individually
packaged, specific colors, and so on. These glass table tops
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are meticulously designed for various purposes, such as coffee
tables, dining tables, patio furniture, and more.

Glass table top glass is made to measure using toughened glass
as standard, for safety.
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What is individually packaged glass
table top glass？

Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  offers  glass  table  top  glass
individually  protected  during  packaging  to  meet  specific
requirements.  Each  glass  table  top  glass  is  individually
carton crates, custom package is also available.

How  to  produce  custom  table  top
glass?

Here are some key details about custom table top glass:

1. Glass types: The most common type used for table tops
is  tempered  glass,  due  to  its  strength  and  safety
features.
2.  Thicknesses:  Available  in  various  thicknesses,
including 1/4″ inch (6mm), 3/8″ inch (10mm), 1/2″ inch
(12mm), 3/4″ inch (19mm), etc. If you are unsure how
thick your table top should be, just let us know and we
can advise on the best thickness.
3. Shapes: Customizable to almost any shape, from square
and rectangular to circular and irregular.
4. Tints and Patterns: Many glass tint colors and etched
patterns are available.
5. Edgework: Options include standard, flat, beveled,
and rounded pencil edges.
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6. Holes and Slots: Precise cuts can be made by water
jet prior to tempering.
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Benefits  of  tempered  table  top



glass:

Protection

Tempered  table  top  glass  safeguards  furniture  from
scratches and damage.

Aesthetics

They enhance the appearance of furniture, giving it a
sleek and modern look.

Easy Maintenance



Glass is easy to clean and maintain. A simple wipe-down
keeps it looking pristine.

Durability

Tempered  glass  is  four  to  five  times  stronger  than
regular glass. This exceptional strength ensures that
accidental  impacts  or  falls  won’t  leave  your  table
shattered.

Safety

Tempered glass minimizes the risk of injury. Even if it
breaks, it shatters into small, rounded pieces, reducing
the chance of serious cuts.



Affordability

Compared to other materials, tempered glass is often
more cost-effective.

Specifications:

Production name: China wholesale manufacturer of
individually packaged custom table top glass

Glass thickness: 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 15mm, 19mm, etc;

Glass type: Tempered glass, Laminated glass, and HST glass
are also available;

Glass color: clear, other color low iron, low iron, bronze,
blue, green, grey, etc is available;

Shapes: square, rectangular, circular, and irregular.
Customizable to almost any shape;

Holes and Slots: Precise cuts can be made by water jet
before tempering;

Edgework: Options include standard, flat, beveled, and
rounded pencil edges;

Patterns: Many patterns are available;

Quality: CE/ASTM/AS/ISO9001/BS;

Packing: Individually packaged strong carton crates;

Capacity: 1000 SQM/day;

Production time: 10~15 days;
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Quality:

Subject to ISO9001;
Subject to ASTM;
Subject to CE;
Subject to AS;
Subject to BS;



Application:

custom glass table top glass



custom glass table top glass



custom glass table top glass

Packing and delivery:
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Shenzhen Dragon Glass is a specialist supplier of wholesale
manufacturer of individually packaged custom table top glass
in China. Call us to discuss your next project and decide
whether you want to consider us to supply your next custom
table top glass project.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/31043673/admin/feed/posts/
https://szdragonglass.com/contact/

